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Parameters and equilibrium profiles for large-area surface-wave sustained plasmas
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The equilibrium profiles of the plasma parameters of large-area rf discharges in a finite-length metal-shielded
dielectric cylinder are computed using a two-dimensional fluid code. The rf power is coupled to the plasma
through edge-localized surface waves traveling in the azimuthal direction along the plasma edge. It is shown
that self-consistent accounting for axial plasma diffusion and radial nonuniformity of the electron temperature
can explain the frequently reported deviations of experimentally measured radial density profiles from that of
the conventional linear diffusion models. The simulation results are in a good agreement with existing experi-
mental data obtained from surface-wave sustained large-diameter plasmas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of high-density plasmas with large v
umes has recently become a major concern in the semi
ductor and other industries. In particular, fabrication of larg
area semiconductor wafers, laser crystals, plasma disp
solar cells, as well as processing and modification of to
and materials, require substantial size up-scaling of exis
discharge chambers. Of special interest is the cross se
and volume uniformity of such large plasmas@1–3#. For this
purpose rf low-pressure discharges in cylindrical vessels
large aspect ratio~LAR! are appropriate for use in futur
commercial large-area plasma processing facilities@4–8#.

Several types of rf discharges, including inductively a
capacitively coupled as well as~helicon or surface! wave
driven, can be used for producing large-area and volu
plasmas@9# for industrial use. In this paper, we investiga
surface-wave~SW! sustained discharges with several distin
features. In particular, the SWs make use of the plasma
surrounding dielectric as a wave guiding structure with
rectional power flows localized near the plasma-dielectric
terface@2#. Due to the enlarged power deposition area,
plasma can extend to far outside the field applicator reg
and can be remarkably large in volume and cross section@2#.
Furthermore, SW sustained discharges have proven to
very flexible with respect to the operation parameters. T
can be sustained for a remarkably wide regime of dri
frequency, gas pressure, and composition, as well as pla
size. Various types of wave launchers and impedance ma
ing schemes allow stable generation of SW plasmas in
frequency range from a few megahertz up to 40 GHz@2,10#.
Meanwhile, the operating gas pressure can vary from fr
tions of millitorr to a few times atmospheric pressure@2,3#.

*Also at School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Na
yang Technological University, 639798 Singapore.
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Most earlier theoretical investigations on SW discharg
are for long cylindrical plasma columns~see, e.g.,@11–13#
and references therein!. The plasma is usually taken to b
homogeneous in the axial direction, so that charged part
transport in that direction can be neglected. The rad
plasma density profile in the diffusion-controlled dischar
regime, as in most low-pressure discharges used in the a
cations, then obeys the well-known expression

ne~r !;ne~0!J0~br ! ~1!

from the classical linear diffusion theory. Here,ne is the
electron number density andJ0 is the Bessel function of
order zero. The constantb depends on the electromagnet
boundary conditions at the chamber wall@9#. For example,
for ne(R)50 we haveb5r01/R, whereJ0(r01)50. How-
ever, significant deviation, such as a flattening of the pro
~1! accompanied by a shift of the plasma density maxim
away from the chamber axis, have been reported for man
and microwave discharges at low pressures~see, e.g.,
@7,8,14,15#!. The radial profile flattening is usually attribute
to the intrinsic nonuniformity in power deposition and th
action of the ponderomotive force@16,17#.

For LAR discharges characterized byR/L;1, whereR
andL are, respectively, the chamber radius and length, ra
inhomogeneity and axial diffusion can be crucial@14#. In this
paper we consider LAR rf discharges produced and susta
by SWs propagating azimuthally along the circumference
the plasma. We shall take into account self-consistently
radial variation of the electron temperature and hence a
the nonuniformity of the~spatially distributed! ionization
source. Axial electron and ion diffusion, as well as rad
heat transport, usually neglected in unmagnetized SW
charge models, are also included. The problem of s
consistent particle and power balance is essentially non
ear, and we shall adopt a numerical approach. Real
density profiles for LAR cylindrical rf discharges are the
obtained. It is shown that the results from our model ag

-
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quite well with the experimental data, and that the rad
plasma uniformity can be efficiently controlled by the ope
ating gas pressure.

The paper is organized as follows. The problem is form
lated in Sec. II. Section III deals with the method of t
numerical solution. In Sec. IV, the profiles of the plasm
parameters are computed for two different aspect ra
R/L.1 and R/L;1. The results are then compared wi
available experimental data. In Sec. V the validity of o
model and its results are discussed. A summary of this w
is given in the last section. Table I lists the various para
eters and typical values used in this paper.

II. FORMULATION

A. Basic assumptions

We consider an rf discharge in a cylindrical quartz tu
with metal casing. The plasma is sustained by SWs trave
in the azimuthal~w! direction along the edge of the cylinde
A sketch of the chamber is shown in Fig. 1, wherea andb
are the internal and external radii of the quartz tube, resp

TABLE I. Main parameters and typical values.

Parameter Notation Value

Electron temperature Te 0.7–2.2 eV
Ion temperature Ti 0.026 eV
Temperature of neutrals Tn 0.026 eV
Gas pressure~Ar! p0 0.1–0.76 Torr
Plasma density n 108– 1013 cm23

Absorbed RF power Q 60–300 W
Tube dielectric constant «d 4
Tube thickness b2a 1.2 cm
Discharge length L 5–15 cm
Discharge radius a 6.3–10 cm
Wave frequency v/2p 900 MHz and 2.45 GHz
Recombination coefficient b 1028 cm3/s
Ionization threshold~Ar! Ei 15.76 eV
4s excitation threshold~Ar! E4s 11.5 eV
4p excitation threshold~Ar! E4p 13.2 eV
Ion mass~Ar! mi 1836340me

Radial fluid velocity uv r u (0 – 5)3105 cm/s
Axial fluid velocity uvzu (0 – 1.5)3105 cm/s

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a SW sustained discharge.
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tively. At z56L/2 the plasma column is short circuited b
metal plates. The wavelengthl and the penetration distanc
ls of the SWs are assumed to be small compared to
internal radiusa of the chamber. The width of the near-wa
plasma sheath is assumed to be small compared to bol
andls . The SWs are thus almost electrostatic and propag
along the interface between the edge of the plasma and
dielectric tube@18#. The wave frequencyv is usually much
larger than the ion plasma frequency so that the ions do
take part in the wave dynamics. The presence of the die
tric tube allows for better excitation and coupling conditio
than that of pure metal chamber alone@7#. Furthermore, the
metal screen reduces the outward radiation flux, thus enh
ing the efficiency of plasma production@17#.

We shall use a warm-fluid description of the plasma. T
electromagnetic fields of the SWs are calculated assum
that the chamber is uniformly filled with plasma with dens
equal to the spatially averaged plasma densityn̄. The valid-
ity of this approach has been discussed in earlier theore
and experimental works@15,17#. The plasma is assumed t
be uniform in the azimuthal direction and wave damping
that direction is neglected. The discharge is symmetrical w
respect to planez50. The dependence of the electron tem
perature on the axial directionz is assumed to be weak. Fu
thermore, standing-wave effects in this direction are also
glected. The validity of our assumptions is discussed in S
V.

B. Wave electric fields

In the large plasma radius approximation (a@l,ls), the
radial electric field profiles of pure SWs in the plasma a
@18#

Ew'A exp@2k~a2r !#

and

Er' i ~kw /k!Ew , ~2!

where k25kw
22(v/c)2«p , «p512vpe

2 /v(v1 inen) is
the dielectric constant of the uniform plasma,vpe

5A4pn̄e2/me is the electron Langmuir frequency, and th
field amplitudeA can be obtained from the rf power ab
sorbed by the plasma column. Here,nen is the electron-
neutral collision frequency for momentum transfer, ande and
me are the electron charge and mass, respectively. The pr
gation constantkw is obtained from the dispersion relation

k«d1«pkd tanh@kd~b2a!#50, ~3!

wherekd
25kw

22(v/c)2«d , and«d andb2a are the dielec-
tric constant and thickness of the quartz tube, respective

The averaged plasma density will be computed from
particle and power balance equations and substituted into
~3!. The values ofk, kd , andkw are then obtained. The SW
field distribution~2! is updated every time a change inn̄ is
detected.
9-2
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C. Particle and power balance

As the column is uniform in the azimuthal direction, th
problem is two dimensional~2D! and the plasma paramete
depend onr and z only. It is assumed that the electron an
ion energy distributions are Maxwellian with temperatur
Te and Ti , respectively. Furthermore, the ions and neutr
are kept at room temperature~300 K!. For electrons the firs
three moments of the stationary Boltzmann equation
used, and for the ions the first two. For simplicity, the effe
of impurities, such as dust and negative ions, are igno
The overall charge neutrality condition isne5ni[n, where
ne andni are the equilibrium electron and ion densities,
spectively.

We assume that the discharge operates in the ambip
diffusion regime, which is usually the case for low and i
termediate pressures@19,20#. Accordingly, the particle bal-
ance equation for the electrons or ions is

]n/]t1“•~nv!5nn i , ~4!

wherev is the electron or ion fluid velocity, andn i is the
ionization rate. We recall that in the ambipolar diffusio
controlled regime@9#

v'2“~nTe!/nmin in ,

wheren in is the ion-neutral collision frequency,mi is the ion
mass, andTi!Te . We shall assume thatn in52p0 @Torr#
3107 s21 is constant in the entire plasma column and
governed only by the gas pressurep0 @21#.

The rf power balance in the discharge is given by@19#

]nTe

]t
1

2

3
“•qe52nIe1Sext, ~5!

whereI e is the collision integral for the electrons, andqe'
2(5nTe/2menen)“Te is the heat flux density. The termSext
denotes the rf power absorbed per unit volume by the pla
electrons, which for the present problem can be written a

Sext'~2/3!nnenmeuosc
2 ,

whereuosc'(e2uEr
21Ew

2 u/2me
2v2)1/2 is the time-averaged os

cillation velocity of the plasma electrons@19#. The equilib-
rium state corresponds to setting] t50 in Eqs.~4! and ~5!.
The necessity of retaining the time-varying terms in the
merical computation is explained in the following sectio
The approach here is valid for fixed SW power absorption
the plasma column, withQ52*0

L/2*0
aSext2prdrz, which also

yields the constantA in Eq. ~2!. It is assumed that the
electron-neutral collision frequencynen is constant. Its value
for various parameter ranges is taken from the experim
@22#.

If the excitation and ionization of the neutral gas is main
by electron impact, the collision integralI e is equal to the
average power lost by an electron colliding with a neutr
Accordingly

I e'~2me /mn!Tenen1(
j

n jEj1n iEi ,
04641
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where mn is the mass of the neutral,n j is the excitation
frequency from the ground state to levelj with a threshold
energyEj , andEi is the ionization threshold. Stepwise ion
ization and excitation are neglected.

For argon gas, the rates for ionization and excitation to
states 4s and 4p are @23#

n i58.13p03108Te
0.68exp~2EiTe! s21,

n4s51.77p03108Te
0.74exp~2E4sTe! s21,

and

n4p54.95p03108Te
0.71exp~2E4pTe! s21,

wherep0 is in Torr, Te in eV, Ei515.76 eV,E4s511.5 eV,
andE4p513.2 eV.

We now consider the boundary conditions for integrati
Eqs.~4! and~5!. Due to the symmetry, the radial gradients
the electron temperature and density are equal to zeror
50, and the axial gradients are equal to zero atz50. At the
column edge (r 5a) the radial component of the fluid veloc
ity is assumed to satisfy the well-known Bohm sheath cr
rion v r(a,z)5ATe(a,z)/mi @9#. Similarly, at the side walls
z56L/2 we have vz(r ,6L/2)5ATe(r ,6L/2)/mi . The
boundary conditions for the heat flow are@19#

qer~a,z!5Te~a,z!~21 ln Ami /me!n~a,z!ATe~a,z!/mi

and

qez~r ,6L/2!5Te~r ,6L/2!~21 ln Ami /me!

3n~r ,6L/2!ATe~r ,6L/2!/mi ,

whereqer andqes are the radial and axial components of t
heat flux density.

III. THE 2D FLUID CODE

Equations~2!–~5! are solved numerically by integratin
the governing dynamical equations in a self-consistent ite
tive manner. The numerical program consists of two bloc
The profiles of electron density, temperature, and fluid
locities are calculated in the first block. The resulting ele
tron density distribution is used to compute the overall av
age plasma densityn̄, which is then used in the secon
program block to obtain the local values of the radial a
azimuthal SW electric fields@normalized byEw(a,0)#. The
computation is initialized using profiles ofn, v, andTe esti-
mated from less accurate analytical or computational resu

In the first program block, the nonlinear~with respect to
n, Te , and v! Eqs. ~4! and ~5! are solved with the input
parameters from Eqs.~2! and ~3!. However, using the so
called evolution~time-dependent! approach@24,25#, one can
effectively linearize the equations. The steady or equilibriu
state is then obtained as a result of the time evolution of
system. This method is often used in the numerical solut
of the stationary states of nonlinear evolution proble
@24,25#. In fact, the nonlinear particle and power balan
equations are replaced by linear ones with asymptotic s
9-3
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DENYSENKO, GAPON, AZARENKOV, OSTRIKOV, AND YU PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046419
tions coinciding with that of Eqs.~4! and~5! at steady state
The linearization is achieved by replacing the nonlinear te
j jz j , wherej j andz j are any two plasma parameters tak
at the j th step at timet j , by j j 21z j , wherej j 21 is known
from the last (j 21)th step of the calculation. The ionizatio
power absorption, and power loss terms on right-hand s
of Eqs.~4! and ~5! are also evaluated using the values fro
the (j 21)th step. The linearized equations are then solve
obtainz j . In this manner, all the plasma parameters are
culated at several subsequent time steps for the same
field distribution. The calculation is terminated when the p
rameters no longer change noticeably with time, so tha
steady state is reached. Using the steady-state profile o
electron number density, the spatially averaged valuen̄ is
then computed straightforwardly. The latter is then sub
tuted into Eqs.~2! and~3! ~second program block! to obtain
the updated SW field parameters. This computation cycl
repeated until both the plasma and field parameters no lo
change with time. Clearly, the resulting equilibrium states
necessarily also dynamically stable. Further details of
numerical scheme are given in the Appendix.

IV. SPATIAL PROFILES OF PLASMA PARAMETERS

A. Short plasma cylinder „aÌL …

We first consider the case when the axial dimension of
plasma is smaller than the radial one. We shall focus on
difference between SW plasmas with radial temperature
dient, as is the case in our simulation, and plasmas w
uniform Te . We shall refer to the latter case as ‘‘unifor
temperature plasma’’~UTP!. The 3D density profile of a SW
sustained plasma is shown in Fig. 2. One can notice thatn is
maximum near the discharge midplane (z50) and dimin-
ishes towards the axial walls atz56L/2. In the radial direc-
tion, the plasma density clearly exhibits a maximum'6–7
cm away from the center. This profile is completely differe
from the UTP case shown in Fig. 3. The latter is within 3

FIG. 2. 3D profiles of the plasma density in a 100 mTorr arg
discharge in a dielectric tube with«d54, a510 cm, b511.2 cm,
L55 cm sustained with 120-W rf power at 900 MHz.
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of the solution consisting of the product of the radial Bes
profile ~1! and the cos(pz/L) axial solution @9#. The small
discrepancy can be attributed to the slightly different bou
ary conditions: the analytical solution is obtained assum
that the plasma density vanishes at the chamber walls, an
the computation the Bohm sheath criterion for the flu
fluxes on the walls is used.

From Figs. 2 and 3 one can see that the radial distribu
of the plasma density in short cylindrical SW discharge d
fers considerably from that of the UTP. First, there is a la
dip in the plasma density near the axis (r 50), and it does
not appear in the UTP. This profile is also different from th
reported earlier for long cylindrical SW discharge
@12,13,26#. In the latter case the maximum of the plasm
density is near the axis (r 50). However, in a short SW
sustained discharge the maximum ofn is closer to the dis-
charge edger 5a.

Figure 4 shows the spatial profile of the electron tempe
ture in a plasma column sustained by the SWs trave
along the cylinder circumference. Near the periphery of
discharge,Te appears consistently higher than that for t
UTP case. However, in the vicinity of the axis the tempe

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, for a uniform temperature plasma.

FIG. 4. Profiles of the electron temperature in the SW sustai
discharge of Fig. 2.
9-4
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PARAMETERS AND EQUILIBRIUM PROFILES FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046419
ture ~which can easily be obtained from the stationary fo
of the particle balance Eq.~4!, as also discussed in@27#! of
the UTP appears to be higher. This may be due to lo
power deposition by the edge-localized field of theSWs.

The radial profiles of the radial component of the i
velocity atz50 are given in Fig. 5~a!. Figures 5~b! and 5~c!
illustrate the dependence onz of the axial velocity compo-
nent near the discharge axis and edge, respectively. The
curve corresponds to the UTP case. From Figs. 2–5 one
see that the distributions of the plasma parameters in
short cylindrical discharge are essentially different from t
of a UTP. The most remarkable difference is in the rad
fluid velocity @Fig. 5~a!#. The plasma parameters of the UT
case in Figs. 2–5 have been calculated for the same pres
power absorption by the plasma, and discharge size a
case of SW sustained plasma.

FIG. 5. Radial profiles atz50 ~a!, axial atr 50 ~b!, andr 5a
~c! of the fluid velocity for the parameters of Fig. 2. The dash
curves correspond to the SW sustained discharge and the
curves are for the UTP.
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Furthermore, as Fig. 5~a! suggests, in a plasma colum
with a.L, the fluid velocity in the discharge interior fea
tures a strong radial component. In fact, this is the case
r<0.75(a), where the electrons/ions move towards the c
ter as well as drifting axially. It should be remarked that
contrast to the long cylindrical discharge case, here the
ticles recombine at the planar sidewallsz56L/2. Hence,vz

does not vanish as is the case for long cylindrical SW d
charges@12,13,26,28#. Meanwhile, recombination of par
ticles at the discharge end walls also results in the dimin
ing of the plasma density near the axis~Fig. 2! of the short
SW discharge. However, the axial profiles of the plasma d
sity appear to be close to the conventional;cos(pz/L) pro-
file. This can be attributed to the fact that the axial variati
of the SW field and electron temperature profiles are w
and they do not noticeably affect the axial diffusion.

From Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! one can see that near the axis t
axial electron/ion velocity is smaller than that in the UT
case. Conversely, near the plasma edger 5a, the opposite
situation takes place. This can be explained by noting tha
the discharge of our interestTe.Te

UTP near the edge,
whereasTe,Te

UTP holds atr 50. Here,Te
UTP is the electron

temperature of the plasma with uniformly distributed te
perature.

Variation of the power input also affects the plasma p
rameters, as depicted in Figs. 6~a!–6~c!. Figure 6~a! shows
the radial profiles of the plasma density for different powe
absorbed by the plasma column. It is clearly seen that hig
electron/ion number densities can be achieved by increa
the power input, which is a common feature of most of lo
temperature plasmas@9#. In Figs. 6~b! and 6~c! the profiles of
the electron temperature and nondimensional square of
total electric fieldEtot

2 5Er
21Ew

2 are shown. From Fig. 6~c! we
see that an increase in the power absorbed by the pla
column results in a reduction of the SW field localizatio
scalek21. Specifically,k21 decreases from 0.94 cm to 0.5
cm while the power absorbed by the plasma electrons is
evated from 60 to 240 W. Hence it is expected that the e
tron temperature will increase in the vicinity of the dielectr
boundary, as is confirmed by Fig. 6~b!.

B. Plasma column with 2aÈL

We now turn our attention to the case when the cham
diameter and length are comparable (2a;L). The discharge
density profiles are presented in Fig. 7~a!. One can see tha
the density minimum at the discharge center disappe
Moreover, the radial density profiles also differ essentia
from that of the UTP case. In fact, the plasma profiles in
SW sustained discharge are flatter in the central part of
column and feature large shoulders, which is normally
the case for plasmas with uniformly distributed temperatu
One also notices that the density shoulders become la
with increasing pressure, spanning about 80% of the cr
section atp05300 mTorr. The radial profiles of the electro
temperature under the same conditions are displayed in
7~b!. It is seen that the average electron temperature
creases with pressure, but it becomes more nonuniform.

lid
9-5
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Our results are compared with the experimental data fr
a discharge sustained by azimuthally travellingSWs in a
metal-coated quartz cylindrical chamber with 2a'12.6 cm
andL'14 cm@15#. In this experiment, the plasma was ge
erated by 500 W power microwaves at 2.45 GHz fed throu
a rectangular waveguide facing an axially aligned excitat
slot in the metal atw50 @15#. The quartz tube has a permi
tivity «d'4 and a thickness of 1.2 cm. The density a
temperature profiles at the discharge midplanez50 are ob-
tained~Fig. 8! under the conditions of the experiment@15#.
The curve 1 corresponds to the UTP case and feature
almost constant temperature throughout the cross sec
The curve 2 is the result from our model. One sees that
model yields a somewhat better agreement with the exp
ment than the UTP model. Possible reasons for the persis
discrepancy are discussed in the following section.

FIG. 6. Radial profiles of the plasma density~a!, electron tem-
perature~b!, and Etot

2 (r,0)/Etot
2 (R,0) ~c!, at p050.1 Torr andz50

for various powers absorbed in the plasma column. The das
solid, and dot curves correspond to 60, 120, and 240 W, res
tively. The other conditions are the same as in Fig. 2.
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V. DISCUSSION

In this section we shall discuss in more detail the relat
between our model and the experiments of Refs.@15# and@4#
~Sec. V A!, the validity of the warm-fluid model used her
~Sec. V B!, and the possible causes of the quantitative d
crepancies between the theoretical and experimental re
pointed out in Sec. V C.

A. Excitation mechanisms ofSW plasmas

We shall discuss briefly the various excitation mech
nisms of SWs by the field applicator structures and the
relation to our model. In microwave slot-excited plasmas,
slots of various configurations act as field applicators. D
pending on the excitation conditions the power deposited
the plasma can either be localized in the vicinity of the slo
or be fairly uniformly distributed over the near-surface are
The details of the excitation conditions and properties of S
sustained plasmas can be found elsewhere@7#. In general,
direct measurement of evanescent electric fields near
edge@29# is usually a fair indication of surface-wave excit
tion. Furthermore, when there were noSWs near the edge to
create the plasma, the plasma particles there will diffuse

d,
c-

FIG. 7. Radial profiles atz50 of the electron density~a! and
temperature~b! in a vessel witha57.5 cm, b58.7 cm, andL
515 cm. The discharge is sustained with 120 W of rf power at 9
MHz. The dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted curves stand fop0

5100, 200, and 300 mTorr, respectively. In~a!, n(0,0) at 100, 200,
and 300 mTorr is 1.7331012, 2.6431012, and 1.9831012 cm23,
respectively. The solid curve corresponds to the analytical solu
~1!.
9-6
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the wall, and the density profile will be Bessel-like radia
and cosinelike axially, as predicted by the diffusion equat
~see also Sec. IV A!. Hence, a careful analysis of the beha
iors of the measured density and electromagnetic field p
files near the plasma edge is usually sufficient to concl
whether the plasma is SW driven or not@7#.

The experiment of Ref.@15# features a single slot in a
metal casing. The azimuthally travelingSWs are excited
through the waveguide-facing axial slot in the metal enc
sure of the quartz cylinder@15#. In this case the normaliza
tion constantEw(a,0) used in our computation is the az
muthal component of the rf field near the wave exciting s
at w50. In microwave slot-excited plasmas standingSWs
with complex structure can be excited@7#. To avoid excita-
tion of such standing waves, one can use another slot a
opposite end (w5p) of the tube and excite simultaneous
clockwise and counterclockwise propagating waves. In
case, if there were no azimuthally propagatingSWs, one
would have observed microwave field and the exci
plasma localized near the slot. However, Vielet al. @15# re-
port almost uniform azimuthal microwave field and plasm
density profiles~Figs. 4, 8, 9 and 11 of Ref.@15#!. Moreover,
in Sec. IV B it has been shown that for the conditions of t
experiment@15#, azimuthally propagatingSWs are indeed
excited and are responsible for uniform azimuthal profile

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 fora56.3 cm, b57.5 cm, L
514 cm,p050.76 Torr. The discharge is sustained with a rf pow
of Q5300 W at 2.45 GHz. Curves 1 and 2 are for the UTP and S
sustained discharge, respectively. The experimental points are t
from Ref. @15#.
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the wave field and plasma density.
On the other hand, in the SLAN device@4# the plasma is

sustained by axially nonsymmetricSWs propagating in the
axial direction, with the electric field components of the for
exp@i(k3z2vt)#cos(mw), where k3 and m are the axial and
azimuthal numbers. Long tubular SW sustained dischar
sustained by axially propagatingSWs have been well studied
theoretically @11# and experimentally@30# for the m51
modes. Although the geometry of the SLAN system is clo
to that of Fig. 1, the SLAN experiments@4# feature multiple
slots ~e.g., m510 for SLAN II!, where the field maxima
occur. In this case wave excitation is only possible when
electron number density exceeds the critical value

nmin5mev
2~11«d!/~4pe2!,

which can be achieved only with sufficiently high input pow
ers, since the latter must sustain the plasma density abov
excitation threshold even at distances much larger than
wavelength from the field applicator@31#. When theSWs are
excited, the plasma density profile in the SLAN system
linear in the axial direction. On the other hand, the appe
ance of cosinelike diffusive profiles~Fig. 12 of Ref. @4#!
indicates the absence of SWs.

B. Validity of the warm-fluid description

There exist in the literature also kinetic, mostly 1D, mo
els for discharge plasmas@28,32–35#. A kinetic approach
would account for phenomena, such as collisionless w
damping and plasma heating, particle acceleration and t
ping, etc. Most existing kinetic models are applicable in t
collisionless or near collisionless regimes. In this paper
have adopted a warm-fluid approximation in a fully se
consistent nonlinear 2D model for describing the dischar
Many relevant works@13,25,36# have shown that the fluid
approach is quite satisfactory for the pressure range~>100
mTorr! of interest here. In this pressure range collisionle
power absorption from nonlocal electron kinetic effects a
weak compared to that of inelastic electron-neutral collisio
@37,38#. In any case kinetic effects can only marginally affe
the dispersion and field pattern of the SWs@39#, since the
wave phase velocityvph here is much larger the electro
thermal speedvTe . Note that the maximum value ofvTe here
is 63107 cm/s, whereas the minimumvph is 73109 cm/s.
Thus, accounting for kinetic effects in the discharge cons
ered in the present problem would result in corrections t
are of ordervTe /vph ~!1!.

C. Possible causes of discrepancy between model
and experiment

In Fig. 8~a!, the discrepancy between the experimen
@15# and computational results is quite large. A possible r
son is that our code has been developed assuming diffus
controlled particle loss, which is usually the case at low a
intermediate pressures. In the pressure range 76–760 m
@15#, volume recombination can become important and ta
part in the particle balance in the discharge. As a deta
study of the recombination processes is beyond the scop

r
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this work, we shall show by including a simple recombin
tion term to the particle balance equations that the neglec
volume recombination can indeed be a reason for the
crepancy between our model and the experiment at hig
pressures.

Accordingly, we add a termb rn
2, whereb r is an effec-

tive coefficient of volume recombination, to the right-ha
side of Eq.~4!. Taking as typical valueb r;1028 cm3/s @40#
and the parameters of the experiment@15#, the radial profiles
of the plasma density@Fig. 9~a!# and temperature@Fig. 9~b!#
are computed. One can see that agreement between
model and the experiment is now significantly better. F
thermore, the typical values of the electron temperature
now higher than that shown in Fig. 8. Although the fair
good agreement with the experimental results seems to
tify our simple recombination model, nevertheless the det
of the recombination process should be included in orde
make a more definitive conclusion.

There can also be other reasons for the quantitative
crepancy between our simulation and the experiment.
example, it is assumed in our model that the electron and
elastic collision frequencies are constant throughout
plasma column, althoughnen andn in is weakly nonuniform.
The existence of weak turbulence in the plasma can
make the diffusion process anomalous@41#. Likewise, the
assumptions of uniform rf power deposition and neglect
axial electron and ion motion may also be somewhat ov
simplified @15#. Furthermore, in the experiment it is difficu
to estimate the exact value of rf power absorption by

FIG. 9. Radial profiles ofn ~a! and Te ~b! in a SW discharge
with the same parameters and experimental points as in Fig. 8
accounting for volume recombination.
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plasma, and our model assumes that the powerQ absorbed
by the plasma electrons is equal to the power input thro
the waveguide. Finally, inaccuracies in the Langmuir pro
measurements should also be mentioned@15#.

VI. CONCLUSION

A theoretical model for short tubular discharges sustain
by azimuthally traveling SWs has been developed. Usin
2D fluid code, stationary profiles of the plasma density, te
perature, and fluid velocities have been computed. The
merical code developed here enables one to treat axial d
sion and radial nonuniformity of the electron temperatu
self-consistently. The resulting radial thermal fluxes are th
nonlinear. We have applied the model to rf discharges
LAR chambers. It is shown that the spatial structure of sh
tubular discharges differs essentially from that of long S
sustained plasma columns. In particular, in LAR chamb
with a.L, dips in the plasma density near the axis fr
quently reported experimentally have been confirmed. T
maximum of the electron/ion number density is shifted
wards the discharge edger 5a. Furthermore, axial electron
ion motion can significantly affect the radial plasma dens
profiles. It is also shown that the radial fluid velocity is d
rected towards the axis. On the other hand, for dischar
with 2a;L the radial plasma density profiles appear to
flatter and more uniform than that in UTPs. The uniform
improves with pressure. In particular, in argon discharge
300 mTorr, one can expect generation of fairly flat dens
profiles over 80% of the chamber cross section.

The results obtained from the model are compared
available experimental data and fairly good agreement
been found. However, at higher pressures recombinatio
the plasma bulk appears to be essential and should be
counted for in improved models. In particular, it has be
assumed thatnen!v, which is the case in the UHF an
microwave ranges@9#. Thus, extension of our study to lowe
frequenciesv;nen is warranted, and our results can be co
sidered as a first step in obtaining fairly good quantitat
agreement with that from the experiments.

The proposed model and its results suggest that ra
uniformity of the plasma column can be efficiently co
trolled by varying the operating gas pressure@Fig. 7~a!#.
Similarly, one expects that the width of the reported sho
ders and the plasma density profiles can also be controlle
varying the rf power. The results also show that account
for radial nonuniformity of the electron temperature and t
corresponding heat flow yields a satisfactory explanation
the frequently reported deviations of the measured ra
profile of the plasma density from that of Eq.~1!. It may be
of interest to point out that a shift of the maximum in th
electron/ion number densities from the chamber center~Fig.
2! as predicted by the model has been observed recently
in inductively coupled plasmas withR;L at lower frequen-
cies @42#. This could be an intrinsic property of many LAR
plasmas, so that our model with appropriate minor modifi
tions may also be applicable to other LAR rf plasmas, es
cially when the rf power is deposited within a narrow lay
near the column edge.

ut
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APPENDIX: METHOD OF NUMERICAL SOLUTION

In our numerical solution, Eqs.~4! and ~5! are first split
into the two blocks. The first consists of

np2np21

tp2tp21
1

1

r

]~rnp21v rp!

]r
5~nn i !p212

]~nvz!p21

]z
,

~A1!

Up2Up21

tp2tp21
1

2

3r

]~r2qer!p

]r
5~2nIe1Sext!p21 , ~A2!

~v r !p'2~np21min in!21]Up /]r , ~A3!

where U5nTe , (qer)p5(5/2)@2Up21 /(np21menen)]Up /
]r 1(U2)p21 /(n2menen)p21]np /]r #. The second block
consists of

np112np

tp112tp
1

]np~vz!p11

]z
5~nn i !p2

1

r

]~rnpv rp!

]r
,

~A4!

Up112Up

~ tp112tp!
1

2

3

]~2qez!p11

]z
5~2nIe1Sext!p , ~A5!

~vz!p11'~npmin in!21]Up11 /]z, ~A6!

where (qez)p115(5/2)@2Up /(npmenen)]Up11 /]z1(U2/
n2menen)p]np11 /]z#. The indicesp21, p, andp11 corre-
spond to the timestp21 , tp , andtp11 , respectively.

The factors 2 in front ofqer andqez in Eqs.~A2! and~A5!
have been inserted, since it is assumed that within the in
val t5tp2tp21 heat propagates only in the radial directio
The heat flowing through a unit surface in ther direction is
then 2qert. Similarly, during the~same! subsequent time
interval t5tp112tp heat propagates only in thez direction,
with the corresponding flux 2qezt through a unit surface inz
direction. Within the interval 2t5tp112tp21 the total heat
flowing through a unit surface in thez and r directions is
then 2(qer1qez)t. Thus, the averaged heat flux density du
ing 2t is qerer1qezez , which is the expression for heat flu
density after Eq.~5!.

The spatial profiles of the plasma parameters are c
puted as follows. We recall thatnp21 , vp21 , andUp21 are
the output of the previous step~time tp21!. The absorbed
power density (Sext)p215np21nenEeff

2 B entering Eq.~5! de-
pends on the constantB, which is yet to be defined
04641
y
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.

r-
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Here, Eeff
2 5uEr

2(r,z)1Ew
2(r,z)u/Ew

2(a,0), and B5e2Ew
2(a,0)/

(3mev
2). Assuming that the total power absorbed by t

plasma column

Q52E
0

L/2E
0

a

np21nenEeff
2 B2prdrdz

is fixed, one immediately obtains B5Q/(2*0
L/2

*0
anp21nenEeff

2 2prdrdz), whereupon B is substituted in
(Sext)p21 . The solution of the linear set~A1!–~A3! yields
the values ofn, v r , andU at tp5tp211t.

Substitutingnp , (v r)p , andUp into Eqs.~A4!–~A6!, one
then computesnp11 , (vz)p11 , andUp11 , corresponding to
the time tp115tp1t. Assuming np215np11 , (vz)p21
5(vz)p11 , andUp215Up11 , one obtains the discharge pa
rameters attp andtp11 . This procedure for computingn, v r ,
vz , U is repeated with the same electric field until the pr
files become constant in time. We have then obtained
steady-state profiles of the electron density, fluid veloc
and temperature, corresponding to the given, or curren
field distribution. The electron density is then spatially av
aged to obtainñ. Using the value of the average plasm
density n̄, new distributions of the normalized SW electr
field in the plasma column are obtained. The entire cycle
repeated until again the density and field profiles no lon
change with iteration.

The difference scheme approximating the particle a
power balance Eqs.~A1! and ~A2! was obtained using the
balance~integrointerpolation! method @24,43#. The interval
@0, a# was divided intom segments, with the edge coord
nates r ( i )5a sin@p(i21)/2m#, where i 51,2,...,m11. This
enables one to concentrate the iteration points near the ra
where the SW electric field changes most rapidly. Ana
gously, the interval@0,L/2# was divided onk segments. To
obtain the spatial distribution of the discharge parametern
andU were calculated at„r ( i ),z( j )…, where j 51,2,...,k11.
The values ofv r and vz were computed at„@r ( i )1r ( i
11)#/2,z( j )… and „r ( i ),@z( j )1z( j 11)#/2…, respectively.
Equations~A1! and ~A2! were multiplied by 2prdrdz and
integrated over the radius fromr (1)50 to @r (1)1r (2)#/2,
then from@r (1)1r (2)#/2 to @r (3)1r (2)#/2,..., again from
@r (m21)1r (m)#/2 to @r (m11)1r (m)#/2, and eventually
from @r (m11)1r (m)#/2 to r (m11)5a. Similarly, inte-
gration of the equations over the axial intervals„z(1)
50,@z(1)1z(2)#/2…, „@z(1)1z(2)#/2,@z(3)1z(2)#/2…,...,
„@z(k21)1z(k)#/2,@z(k11)1z(k)#/2…, and „@z(k11)
1z(k)#/2,z(k11)5L/2… has been performed. In this wa
the set of 2(m11)(k11) equations with the 2(m11)(k
11) unknown values ofnp( i , j ) and Ep( i , j ) is generated
from Eqs.~A1! and ~A2!.

Because of symmetry, we assumedv r50 andqer50 on
the plasma column axis (r 50). Integration from@r (m11)
1r (m)#/2 to a requires the linearized boundary conditio
for the electron/ion and heat fluxes atr 5a

@n~a,z!v r~a,z!#p5~2Ami !
21@Up~a,z!hp21

1np~a,z!hp21
21 #,
9-9
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@qer~a,z!#p5@21 ln Ami /me#/~2Ami !3@3Up~a,z!hp21
21

2np~a,z!hp21
23 #,

wherehp215A@n(a,z)/U(a,z)#p21.
Equation~A3! for the fluid velocity was not integrated

The value of (v r)p was found at the following points
„@r (1)1r (2)#/2,z( j )…, „@r (3)1r (2)#/2,z( j )…,..., „@r (m
11)1r (m)#/2,z( j )…, where j 51,2,...,k11. Thus, there are
m(k11) values of (v r)p to be found. In the discharge cent
(r 50), v r50, while at r 5a the radial component of the
charged particle velocity is equal to the ion acoustic veloc
To find (v r)p at the above points, the followingm(k11)
difference equations have been obtained from Eq.~A3!:

@v r~ i , j !#p522/$min in@np21~ i 11,j !1np21~ i , j !#%

3@Up~ i 11,j !2Up~ i , j !#/@r ~ i 11,j !2r ~ i , j !#,

where i 51,2,...,m, v r( i , j ) is the fluid velocity at„@r ( i )
1r ( i 11)#/2,z( j )…, and n( i , j ) and U( i , j ) are the corre-
sponding values at„r ( i ),z( j )….
.
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Eventually, from Eqs.~A1!–~A3!, the set of (3m12)(k
11) linear equations with the same number of variables
been obtained. The linearized set corresponding to E
~A4!–~A6! can be derived similarly.

The boundary conditions for (vz)p11 and (qez)p11 at z
5L/2 at any radial position are

@n~r ,L/2!vz~r ,L/2!#p115~2Ami !
21@Up11~r ,L/2!dp

1np11~r ,L/2!dp
21#,

@qez~r ,L/2!#p115@21 ln Ami /me#/~2Ami !

3@3Up11~r ,L/2!dp
21

2np11~r ,L/2!dp
23#,

where dp5A@n(r ,L/2)/U(r ,L/2)#p. By symmetry, for any
radial coordinate,vz and qez are assumed to vanish atz
50. Finally, the linearized equations were solved by t
Gauss method.
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